The core elements of any works-cited entry, no matter the medium, are given below in the order in which they should appear. An element should be omitted from the entry if it’s not relevant to the work being documented. Each element is followed by the punctuation mark shown unless it is the final element, which should end with a period.

1. **Author.** The author of a work refers to the person or organization primarily responsible for producing the work or aspect of the work you focused on. Begin the works cited entry with the author’s last name, followed by a comma and the rest of the name, as presented in the work. End this element with a period (unless a period that is part of the author’s name already appears at the end).

2. **Title of Source.** The title is placed in quotation marks if the source is part of a larger work (a short story, a poem, a song). A title is italicized if the source is self-contained and independent (a collection of essays, a book, a scholarly journal). If a work can be self-contained but is apart of a larger work italicize both the work and its container. The title should also be followed by a period.

3. **Title of Container.** When the source being documented forms a part of a larger whole, the larger whole can be thought of as a container that holds the source. The title of the container is normally italicized and followed by a comma, since the information that comes next describes the container. Some sources have multiple containers (such as a scholarly journal article accessed through an electronic academic database).

4. **Other Contributors.** Aside from an author whose name appears at the start of the entry, other people may be credited in the source as contributors. If their participation is important to your research or to the identification of the work, name the other contributors in the entry. Precede each name (or group of names) with a description of the role (such as “adapted by,” “directed by,” “translated by,” “edited by,” etc.)

5. **Version.** If the source carries a notation indicating that it is a version of a work released in more than one form, identify the version in your entry. Books are commonly issued in versions called editions.

6. **Number.** The source you are documenting may be part of a numbered sequence. A text too long to be printed in one book, for instance, is issued in multiple volumes, which may be numbered. Periodicals like scholarly journals use volumes and issue numbers. In general, the issues of a journal published in a single year compose one volume, with multiple issues within each volume. Include both the volume and issue numbers in your citation.

7. **Publisher.** The publisher is the organization primarily responsible for producing the source or making it available to the public. This could be a publishing company, a television producing company, a museum or university, a blog network, etc.

8. **Publication Date.** Sources—especially those published online—may be associated with more than one publication date. When a source carries more than one date, cite the date that is most meaningful or most relevant to your use of the source.

9. **Location.** Specifying a work’s location depends on the medium of publication. In print sources a page number (preceded by a p.) or a range of a page numbers (preceded by pp.) specifies the location of a text container such as a book or anthology. The location of an online work is indicated by a URL or DOI. Other sources might require naming different kinds of locations; if you want to cite a painting you experienced first hand at a museum, the museum’s name would be included as the “location” in this citation.
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